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rush from their huts and raise their hands to 
heaven, praying the cloud will pass. But 
it settles down like a vast blanket; burying 
everything in sight, blotting out the. landscape; · 
for mile upon mile there is nothing but a sea of 
locusts. Then the fatal march of the insect 
army begins. Before it stretch green fields; 
the dense column moves forward, and the green 
fields vanish. Behind the locusts, the ground 
looks as if it had been swept clean with a vast 
broom not a blade of grass, nothing. A river 
bars the way. The front ranks fearlessly cast 
themselves upon the water, clinging together, 
pile upon pile, unti~ a bridge of living insects 
forms, and the rear ranks march on to their 
work of destruction. 

are also distinguished by .having the noise
making apparatus between the hind legs and 
the wings, and the ears on the sides of the 
stomach, just behind the chest or thorax. 

Grasshoppers usually lay their eggs in holes 
which the females bore in the ground. When 
the young hat'ch, they lo.ok like tiny awkward 
models of their parents, except that their wings 
do not dev~lop for some time. Their appetite, 
however, is large, and they start at once their 
destructive feeding. 

Scientific name of grasshopper order, 01·thoptm·a. By 
a freak of insect classification, the name Locustidm has 
come to be applied to the long-horned variety, such as t he 
small green grasshopper, while those commonly called 
locusts belong t0 the group named Acridiidce. Scien
tific name of common green grasshopper, Locusta viri-

Mystery of the Locust Swarms dissima. The common katydid is also a member of the 
There is mystery in these swarms. They grasshopper family • . 

do not come every year, nor do they always GRASS-SNAKE. There is never any need to 
attack the same region. No one knows what be alarmed when. meeting with a grass-snake, 
instinct moves them to these evil travels, nor for he is a non-poisonous member of the rep
where they intend to go. Swarms have settled tilia family. If alarmed by your suddenly dis
upon ships 1,200 miles at sea. The names turbing him, he will hiss at you and perhaps 
" locust" and "grasshopper" are freely inter- strike at you with his head, but this will be all 
changed in popular usage between almost all that he will do in the way of self-defence. 
members of the grasshopper family. But Grass-snakes are often seen in England, and 
scientists make a distinction between the'' long.. they are widely distributed over Europe, North 
horned " and the " short-horned " varieties. Africa, and Asia. You can tell them by their 

The swarm locusts just described belong to the bands of black and their spots, and also by the 
short-horned group, which includes also the upper colouring of olive-grey or brown, and 
brown field grasshopper with the stout red legs. underneath colouring of black and white. 
The common green grasshopper, however, has They are from 3 to 6 feet long. 
long thread-like feelers and belongs to the long- The scientific name of the grass or ringed snake is 
horned group. The short-horned grasshoppers T1·opidonotu.s nat1·ix • 

WHEN THE LOCUSTS SWARM OVER THE LAND 

. 
Three hours before this picture was taken this field of wheat in the Transvaal, South Africa, was billowing in the breeze· 
Then a cloud of locusts appeared on the,'horizon, spread until the sun was darkened, and the air was filled with the humming 
of their wings. They settled down on field after field, covering them like living blankets, as you see in this picture, and the 

centre wheat was mowed down by millions upon millions of. hungry mouths. 
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